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100-photon microwave ionization of Rydberg atoms in a static electric field
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We present analytical and numerical results for the microwave excitation of nonhydrogenic atoms in a static
electric field when up to 1000 photons are required to ionize an atom. For small microwave fields, dynamical
localization in photon number leads to exponentially small ionization while above quantum delocalization
border ionization goes in a diffusive way. For alkali-metal atoms in a static field the ionization border is much
lower than in hydrogen due to internal chaos.
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After two decades of investigations initiated by the p
neering experiment of Bayfield and Koch in 1974@1#, the
main features of the microwave ionization of highly excit
hydrogen atoms are well understood@2–4#. Generally, this
ionization takes place due to the emergence of chaos in
corresponding classical problem, above a certain microw
intensity threshold. In the chaotic regime, quantum excitat
proceeds via a diffusive absorption and reemission of fi
photons, which eventually leads to ionization. For a r
atom the quantum process can be either close to the clas
diffusion, or strongly suppressed when the fielde is below a

quantum delocalization borderẽ q . This suppression is du
to the dynamical localization of classical chaos which is p
duced by quantum interference. In the localized case the
tribution over the levels drops exponentially with the phot
number. This dynamical localization is analogous to
Anderson localization in quasi-one-dimensional disorde
solids, with the photon number playing the role of latti
index. The quantum delocalization takes place if the loc
ization length l f.NI , where, in atomic units, NI

51/(2n0
2v) is the number of photons required for ionizatio

with n0 being the initial principal quantum number andv the
field frequency.

An absolutely different scenario for the microwave io
ization of alkali-metal Rydberg atoms was proposed by G
lagher and co-workers based on experimental results in
regime with small rescaled frequencyv05vn0

3!1 @5,6#.
According to this scenario, ionization appears due to a ch
of consecutive Landau-Zener transitions between nearby
els, which eventually brings the electron into the continuu
These transitions take place between the eigenstates o
instantaneous basis for Rydberg atom in a static elec
field. In the presence of quantum defects the Stark manifo
exhibit a structure of avoided crossings only for sufficien
strong fields withe.1/n0

5. Indeed, the experiments@5,6#

*Also at Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, 630090 Novo
birsk, Russia.
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were in agreement with thee;1/n0
5 dependence for the mi

crowave ionization threshold, and not with the static fie
borderes51/(9n0

4). This was considered experimental co
firmation of the above scenario. However, this picture do
not explain in fact how the propagation actually occurs
the chain of these transitions, and why the overlapping
two nearby levels guarantees that the electron will p
through the whole chain. The comparison between
thresholds for hydrogen@4# and for alkali-metal atoms@5–7#
clearly shows that the border is lower in the latter case,
that therefore it is related to the quantum defectsd l of alkali
atoms. Since these defects are different from zero only
orbital momentuml ,3, the situation is purely quantum, an
cannot be treated by the quasiclassical approach used fo
hydrogen atom@2#. This is the reason why so long after th
experiments were performed@5,6#, no detailed theory has
been developed. To demonstrate the theoretical difficulty,
note that hundreds of photons are required to ionize atom
this regime (NI5n0/2v05300 for n0560 andv050.1).

In this paper we propose another mechanism for the
crowave ionization of Rydberg atoms in a static electric fie
that is qualitatively different from the scenario of Gallagh
and co-workers. We argue that ionization in this case is
due to Landau-Zener transitions but due to a quantum di
sive excitation in energyE ~or in the photon numberN
5E/v). Such quantum diffusion in the low-frequency r
gime 1/n0,v0!1 becomes possible due to the appeara
of quantum chaos for Rydberg atoms in a static electric fie
Indeed, a recent theoretical study@8# showed that the leve
spacing statisticsP(s) in such atoms, for a sufficiently
strong static field, is described by the random matrix the
~RMT!. These results also indicate a chaotic structure
eigenstates. This internal quantum chaos can lead to a d
sive excitation in energy even for a quite weak microwa
field. In this respect, the situation is different from the h
drogen atom, where chaos appears only above some clas
field threshold. Another consequence of internal chaos is
increase in the density of effectively coupled statesrc . This
gives a larger localization lengthl q (l q}rc) and therefore

-
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1988 57BENENTI, CASATI, AND SHEPELYANSKY
significantly decreases the delocalization border as comp
to the hydrogenic case. A similar effect of chaotic enhan
ment of the localization length due to internal chaos w
studied recently for hydrogen atoms in magnetic and mic
wave fields@9,10#.

To check the above picture of quantum photonic dif
sion, we numerically studied the excitation of alkali Rydbe
atoms~Rb, Na, Li! in a static electric fieldes , and parallel,
linearly polarized, microwave fielde sinvt, for magnetic
quantum numberm50. We chose the rescaled valuees0

5esn0
4'0.02 so that the statisticsP(s) for levels with 55

<n0<72 in Rb and Na was close to the RMT results. At t
same timeP(s) for Li was closer to Poisson statistics due
a smaller value of quantum defects@11#. Eigenvalues and
eigenstates of alkali-metal atoms in a static electric fi
were obtained by diagonalization of the Hamiltonian on
spherical hydrogenic basis. We used hydrogen dipole ma
elements and introduced the relevant quantum defects t
from Ref. @12# for angular momentuml ,3 in the alkali-
metal energy levelsEnl521/@2(n2d l)

2#. Such an approach
is reasonable for Rydberg states since, far from the nucl
the electron experiences a nearly Coulomb potential. A
below the saddle pointesn

45 1
9, only bound states should b

included in the basis set. In such a way the eigenvalues w
determined with precision better than five digits. The inv
tigation of time evolution is done on the above eigenbasis
an unperturbed problem withe50. We directly followed the
evolution of probability amplitudes in this basis produced
microwave perturbation with dipole matrix elements ofz
computed on the eigenbasis of an unperturbed probleme
50. The time integration was done in the same way as
Ref. @2#. The total size of the Hilbert space was usuallyM
51150. The time dynamics showed that an initial eigens
with energyE0 spreads diffusively over the unperturbed e
ergiesEl ; that is, the square variance of the photon num
s5^(DNf)2&5^(El2E0)2&/v2 initially grows linearly
with the number of microwave periodst ~see Fig. 1!. Our
quantum simulation allows us to determine the value of
quantum diffusion rate in energy per unit timeDq
5^(DE)2&/Dt. This rateDq can be compared with the dif
fusion rate in hydrogen atv051, given byD05e2n0/2 @2#.

FIG. 1. Photon number square variance^(DNf)2& vs number of
microwave periodst at n0560, es050.02,e050.03, andv050.1:
diffusive excitation for Rb~full curve Dq /D050.005), and small
oscillations for hydrogen~dotted curve with 100 times magnifica
tion!.
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The dependence of the ratioDq /D0 on the frequencyv0, for
rescaled fields 0.005<e0<0.03 (e05en0

4), is shown in Fig.
2.

In our computations we consider the most interesting f
quency regionv0<0.5, where ionization in hydrogen i
close to the static field ionization. In our opinion the rat
Dq /D0 in Fig. 2 is small because collisions with the cor
which are responsible for diffusion, happen rarely, with
frequency of classical precession inl , which is vs053es0

!1. Instead, forv0.1 the ratioDq /D0'1/3v0
4/3 is similar

to the hydrogen case@11#. Notice that the dependence o
Dq /D0 on v0 is very flat in the interval 0.02,v0,0.3. The
origin of this fact is not quite clear since asymptotically, f
smallv0, one should expectDq}v0

2 @9,10#. Apparently, this
plateau in frequency appears due to one-photon transit
between levels in the Stark multiplet. As a result its resca
size is expected to bevs0'3es0, which is in approximate
agreement with the data of Fig. 2. We also checked tha
change ofn0 from 60 to 28 at the same classically scal
parameters (e0 ,es0 ,v0) did not affect the ratioDq /D0. For
small static fields the diffusion rateDq starts to drop~see the
inset in Fig. 2! since the system becomes close to the in
grable case at zero static field.

The above diffusive excitation in energy induced by i
ternal chaos may eventually be localized at long times du
quantum interference effects in a way similar to photo
localization in a complex molecular spectrum@13,2#. The
localization lengthl q , expressed in the number of photon
is proportional to the one-photon transition rateG and to the
density of coupled statesrc : l q;Grc @13#. Since G
;Dq /v2, we obtain

l q5l f

Dq

D0v0
2

n0 . ~1!

Here the lengthl q is expressed via the localization length
hydrogenl f53.3e0

2n0
2 at v051. Notice that in the nonhy-

drogenic case the density of states is,rc5n0
4, due to internal

chaos, while in hydrogen the effective density is smaller, t

FIG. 2. Diffusion rate ratioDq /D0 as a function of microwave
frequencyv0 for Rb ~circles!, Na ~triangles!, and Li ~squares! at
n0560 andes050.02. The full line is drawn to guide the eye. Th
inset illustrates the weak dependence ofDq /D0 on es0 for Rb at
v050.1, 0.015<e0<0.03 ~crosses!.
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57 1989100-PHOTON MICROWAVE IONIZATION OF RYDBERG . . .
is, rc5n0
3, due to existence of an additional integral of m

tion @2#. The above expression forl q is valid for l q.1 and
vrc5v0n0.1. The localization leads to an exponential d
cay of probability distributionucNu2;exp(22uNfu/l q) in the
photon numberNf5(El2E0)/v.

In order to check the theoretical prediction~1! we numeri-
cally computed the quantum evolution following it up to 20
microwave periods. The probability distributionf l over the
eigenstates of the static field problem (e50) with energies
El , was averaged over 10–20 periods to suppress the
tuations. An initial state ates050.02 was chosen as an eige
state with energyEl0

'E0521/2n0
2 andn0560. The system

parameters were varied in the intervals 0.02<v0<0.5,
0.003<e0<0.03, and 60<NI<1500. The total basis in
cluded up toM51150 states. Fromf l we also determined
the total probabilitiesf N5ucNu2 in one-photon intervals
@Nf21/2,Nf11/2# around integer values ofNf5El /v.

A typical example of stationary distributionf is shown in
Fig. 3. It clearly demonstrates the exponential localization
diffusive excitation. Indeed, from the maximum the probab
ity drops exponentially by approximately seven orders
magnitude. One can note that among the three cases sh
~Rb, Na, Li! the most localized is the case of Li, for whic
the quantum defect is minimal, and therefore the inter
chaos is the most weak. Notice also that in the case of
and Li, for f N,1027, the probabilityf N starts to decay in a
much slower way withl q'25 ~Fig. 3!. We attribute this
effect to a significant modification of the hydrogenic basis
highly excited levels, where a static field becomes qu
strong and tunneling effects for the probability decay sho
be taken into account. The change of the total basis sizM
from 1150 to 770 gave only a 3% variation of probabilities
the tail with f N'1028. Such a check shows that the chan
of slope represents a physical effect and is not related to
numerics.

In order to find the localization lengthl q , we first com-

FIG. 3. Probability distribution over the eigenstates ate50 ~full
line! and in one-photon intervals~circles! for Rb: n0560,es0

50.02,v050.1,e050.005, 180<t<200,Dq /D050.0051, andl q

59.1. The straight line shows the fit for exponential localizati
with l qN513.3. The one-photon probabilities are also shown,
the same conditions, for Na~triangles, shifted down by 103, l q

54.8, andl qN56.4) and Li ~squares, shifted down by 106, l q

53.1, andl qN55.4).
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pute the probabilitiesf N in one-photon intervals around in
teger values ofNf5El /v, and then extract the numerica
l qN value from the least-squares fit for lnfN . The analysis of
the numerical data in Fig. 4 shows that the localizati
lengthl qN varies by two orders of magnitude, being in agre
ment with the theoretical prediction~1!. The theoretical val-
uesl q were computed via the ratesDq taken from Fig. 2.

Equation~1! allows one to determine the quantum del
calization border above which localization effects beco
unimportant and ionization goes in a diffusive way. Th
happens forl q.NI , which gives the quantum delocaliza
tion border for the rescaled fieldeq5 ẽ qn0

4:

eq50.39v1/3v0
1/6AD0 /Dq. ~2!

Our numerical data indeed show that above this border c
plete delocalization takes place, contrarily to the case o
hydrogen atom at the same field parameters~Fig. 5!. Direct

FIG. 4. The numerically computed localization lengthl qN vs
theoreticall q @Eq. ~1!# for Rb ~points! and Na ~triangles! at n0

560,es050.02 and 0.02<v0<0.5, 0.003<e0<0.01. The straight
line gives l qN5l q , while the numerical average iŝl qN /l q&
51.1760.28.

FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 3, but in a delocalized case for Rb, w
e050.03.eq50.029 and 40<t<50. Full triangles give the one
photon interval probability distributionf N for a hydrogen atom at
the same system parameters~dotted lines show the distribution en
velope!.
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1990 57BENENTI, CASATI, AND SHEPELYANSKY
analysis of the probability distribution for the hydrogen
case shows that it is strongly inhomogeneous inside
atomic shells, which leads to strong fluctuations off N . We
attribute this to the integrability of the hydrogenic atom
weak microwave and static fields.

For fixed v0 the delocalization border~2! scales ase q̃

;1/n0
5; that is, it isAn0 times smaller than for hydrogen a

v0;1. This drop ofeq is related to the appearance of inte
nal chaos in nonhydrogenic atoms in a static electric fie
which effectively enhances the interaction with the mic
wave radiation. According to Eq.~2! the ratio ofeq to the
ionization border proposed by Gallagher and co-workerseG

'1/n0 depends only onv0: eq /eG50.39Av0D0 /Dq. Our
data from Fig. 2. indicate that this ratio varies rather wea
with v0 in the interval 0.02,v0,0.5 ~see Fig. 6!. In spite of
the fact that in this rangeeq;eG , the physical interpretation
is rather different from the scenario of Gallagher and
workers. Indeed, the situation fore0,eq;1/n0 is strongly
nonperturbative, since foreq(2v0 /n0)1/2,e0 many photons
are absorbed withl q@1. We also note that even formally th
Landau-Zener adiabatic approach cannot be applied to
situation when the frequency is larger than the typical sp
ing between levels; that is just our case withv0n0.1.

The theory developed above allows one to understand
ionization of atoms in a static electric field. It is possible
expect that forv0!1 the situation will remain similar even
without a static field, since its role will be played by a slow

FIG. 6. The ratio of the quantum delocalization bordereq to the
bordereG51/n0 vs v0 for Rb ~circles! obtained from Eq.~2! and
data of Fig. 2. The full line is drawn to guide the eye, crosses re
to the cases of Fig. 3~below! and Fig. 5~above!.
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varying microwave field. However, one should be careful
extending the theory to a zero static field case. Indeed,
numerical results show that, in such a case, the probab
distribution in the orbital momentum is qualitatively diffe
ent. For example, ate0;0.02,v0;0.2, only a fewl states
are mixed, while with additionales0;0.02 probability
spreads over all accessiblel . The localization inl space at
es050 was also discussed for Rb atoms in Ref.@14#. The
physical reason for this difference is related to the fact t
the conditionv0!1 is not sufficient to treat the microwav
field e0 as quasistatic. For that, one should requirev0
!vs0'3e0, since the precession frequencyvs0 determines
oscillations inl @11#. However, this condition is not compa
ible with the requirementv0.1/n0 for the considered region
of n0. For es050, chaos is induced by the microwave fiel
the distribution in l is nonhomogeneous, and a detail
theory for this case becomes more complicated as comp
to the nonzero static field where internal chaos is alre
present.

Another difficulty for direct comparison with the exper
ments@5,6# is that the latter were mainly done in the regim
v0,1/n0. There is only one case for Na atn0528, v0n0
50.76, andes0'0.024 which is not far from our regime
@Fig. 2~d! in Ref. @6##. Here the experiment gives the ioniza
tion bordere0ex'0.002. This value is about 20 times small
than the quantum delocalization border given by Eq.~2! with
Dq /D050.0027. We relate this difference to a tunneling io
ization in a static field which becomes important for ve
long interaction times (33105 Kepler periods in Ref.@6#!.
Indeed, our preliminary numerical data@11# show that there
is a change of slope in the probability decay similar to one
Fig. 3 (l qN'4 for f N.1025 and l qN'25 for f N,1025).
This means that in this case tunneling ionization plays
dominant role, while the microwave only slightly increas
its rate. An increase of the principal quantum number up
n0560 strongly suppresses the tunneling in a static field,
the diffusive microwave excitation becomes dominant~Figs.
3 and 5!. The effects of tunneling forn0'30 will become
less important for experiments with a shorter interaction ti
(t;100), in which the dynamical localization dominates.
is also possible that for such long times as in Ref.@6# some
noise in a microwave signal can strongly affect ionizatio
The above discussion shows that more detailed experime
investigations of microwave ionization in a static elect
field are highly desirable. They will allow us to make a d
tailed test of dynamical localization theory in the regim
when up to 1000 photons are required to ionize an atom
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